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N.Y. Correspondent Salisbury New Chancellor
First Spring Lecturer at SJS

A PP ountment Dr Dumke7

Harrison E. Salisbury. New York rione by the Kennedy administraTimes correspondent, will lead off tion.
the SJS spring semester lecture
The final program, April 11, at
Dr. Glenn S. Dumke will replace on the front page of the San Fran- story. Democrats in the adminisseries with an address on The 11:30 a.m, in the Concert hall will Dr. Buell G. Gallagher as chancel- cisco newspaper, listed a series of tration of Gov. Edmund Brown
Coming Conflict Between Russia feature Joseph Lohman, Dean of lor of the California state colleges, reasons why he thought Dumke wish the appointment to be reand Red China," Monday at 8 p.m. the School of Criminology, Univer- the San Francisco Examiner said was "in" as chancellor.
solved before it can become a poin Morris Dailey auditorium. His sity of California. This talk will yesterday in a copyright story by
Pointing out that Dr. Dumke was litical issue.
talk, under the auspices of the Col- be sponsored Jointly by the College Ron Moskowitz, the newspaper’s among the top three candidates
Dr. Dumke was described by the
lege Lecture committee, will be Lecture committee, the Sociology education editor.
for the post seven months ago, Examiner education editor as
free of charge.
department, and the Police school.
Dr. Dumke, now vice chancellor Moskowitz stated, "There is a gen- "knowing more about the state colHarrison Salisbury, a graduate Lohman’s topic will be announced. In charge of academic affairs for
lege system than any other man."
of the University of Minnesota, In
the state colleges, will be nanne/i
MODERATE CONsElt% %TR E
a (miner Moscow correspondent
,Mancellor when the trustees met.,
The newspaper art iile also sugfor the Times and one of the na.11 Sacramento March 1 and ’gested Dr. Dumke’s "moderate, yet
tion’s best known newspapermen..
Moskowitz said.
conservative- political views as anAs Moscow correspondent from
If named to the post. Dumk,
other reason he may be selected
1949 to 1954, Salisbury won a Puthe former president of San Fran
to the chancellorship.
"Hero with a Thousand laces, - risco state college, will replace lo
litzer prize for his work in the
USSR and ha.s been called "a man a book by Joseph Campbell explor- Buell G. Gallagher. who resign,.
Commenting on the 3000 invitawith almost unmatched contacts ing the world of mythology, will be last week to return to New Yorl.
tion "already sent out" for an April
and experience in the Soviet Un- the first book to he reviewed in
inauguration of the state college
PERSONAL REASONS
the weekly book discussions held
ion."
chancellor, Moskowitz said that
MIRIAM MAKEBA
Dr. Gallagher, who listed his rea"unless someone is selected quickSalisbury began his journalistic each Wednesday at 12:30 p.m. in
sings South African tribal songs tonight
sons for resignation as purely perly," the situation could be "even
career in 1930 as a United Press Rooms A and B in the cafeteria.
Louis Waters, associate profes- sonal. is returning to the presimore embarrassing than it already
reporter shortly after obtaining an
has been for the trustees."
A.B. degree at Minnesota. During sor of English, will present the dency of New York city college.
"The personal sacrifice asked of
World War IT, he served as U.P. first hook review Feb. 28.
ALREADY HOUSED
On March 7, Robert E. Newman, my wife and me was too high a
manager in London.
The fact that there would be no
After the war, Salisbury re- associate pmfessor of education, price to pay for continuance in that
immediate need to provide Dr.
’ wned to the United States and will review A. S. Neill’s "Summer- pest," Chancellor Gallagher anDumke with a residence was anbecame U.P. foreign news editor, a time." "Summertime" involves ex- minced.
other reason listed.
Moskowitz, in a story featured
post he later resigned to join the periments in education with youngGLENN t,
MKE
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Editorial

A ’Status Seeker’

LW

p
Today, the terms status, money and dishoto . sis art
g st es
or at It-tat be
proaching the point of ss
titer
closets identified %id,
In another world. the world in which George VIashingtoti.
trs. lised, the term -status" so as nearls
father of our t
lation
exi.tent becati-e it hail another namehonor. As.
of wealth % as. at that time, the natural reward for and %studio!
of I
. II .sts was a f lamental requirement for I
and began
As a boy. Washington formulated his ambit’
and, consequentls. its reward, wealth.
al drist for I
p
He as a promiumit survesor at 15 years old, a major in the
arms at 20 and the author of the Journal of Major Washington
at 21.
Since honor and wealth went hand in hand inure than 150
years ago. it so as only natural for V. ashington to has t’ large holdings of land, ride a splendid horse. dress fine’s. he a generous
host and lend money liberally. h:ach one of these characteristics
may be termed so milk& of status today.
Modern psschologit.al terms, if applied to Washington more
than 150 years ago. might base been used to call the 111:1111 a "status seeker." But NA ashington did not know he was a "status
seeker... His quest for -tat.,- was a drive which brought fame to
himself, and, when this drise so as directed towards his country.
helped to free the emollient front British bonds and to create a
United States of America.
(;i:urge Washington was a "status seeker."
Thank g
I
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Poor Lisa and the Glenns

imagine how happy I am that U. Col. John Glenn
You i
is back among us. Mrs. Glenn sr. said over TV that she wasn’t
worried a bit. Not me. I was real worried.
No, no, I wasn’t worried about Colonel Glenn. After all, everybody the TV reporters talked to said they had prayed for him.
And if prayer wouldn’t bring him back, nothing would. Not even
all those man-made instruments down there at Cape whatzitname.
Me, I was worried about poor Lisa Howard of ABC TV. Lisa
did her best to get the story. Being an ace reporter myself. I
commiserated with her something fierce. But she had a hard time.
Lisa had what undoubtedly was the most important job of
any reporter. She covered the Glenn or. family. Or at least she tried.
When the proud parents emerged from their home in New
Concord (which is near New Bunker Hill), Ohio, lovely Lisa raced
up to them, microphone in hand, and asked "How do you feel,
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn?"
SAID NOTHING
Mr. and Mrs. Glenn SITIlieti, said nothing and walked on toward
the awaiting state police car which took them to a prearranged
press conference.
Undaunted. Lisa chased after them, almost tripping almost
everyone in the area on the TV cord. "Wasn’t this the happiest
day in your life, huh? No? Wasn’t it," chortled Lisa as the car
door slammed.
"Nice try. Lisa," chuckled the man back at the studio.
Lisa got her big chance at the press conference, asking that
really important question--whether it was the happiest day in
her life. Mrs. Glenn Sr. replied, "Yes, I would say this is the happiest day in my life."
And there sat poor old John Glenn Sr., probably mumbling
tinder his breath, "How ’bout our wedding, dear? . . or the day
little Johnny was born?"
OVER EASY
When the press conference was over, blonde bombshell Lisa
raced up to the harried Glenns to ask another question. I can’t be
eat two
sure. but I think it was something like, "Does John ().rj
or three eggs for breakfast? And if so. fried or scrambled, boiled
or fried? And if boiled, how many minutes does he like his eggs
cooked? And if fried, sunny-side-up or over? And if over, easy
or hard?
Whatever the question was, Mrs. Glenn smiled and promptly
turned to someone else whom she awarded with a motherly peck
on the cheek. Poor Lisa. I thought she deserved that kiss.
In spite of everything. I think Lisa was pretty good, even
counting the one or two goofs. But it seems she did miss asking
one question:
"Mrs. Glenn," Lisa should have asked, her blue eyes sparkling,
"what do you attribute as the major factor to your and Mr. Glenn’s
producing a wonderful son as John?"
And candid lady that she is, Mrs. Glenn surely would have
replied, "Well, Lisa, John orbited the earth three times. That’s the
secret: three times."
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Other days
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Luxury and low cost have never been more

beautifully blended than in these two newest
additions to the Chevy II line! Like their running
matesthe Nova 400 Sport Coupe, Convertible
and Station Wagonthey have the same more-foryour-money features that have made Chevy II
the winner of Car Life magazine’s Engineering
Excellence Award for 1962. Soft-riding new MonoPlate rear springs, proved in the equivalent of
2,000,000-plus test miles.Thrifty 6-cylinder engine
MOH

that gets more "git- out of a gallon of regular.
Body by Fisher roominess that fits big families
and small parking places. An easy loading vacation-sized trunk. New ideas that save on upkeep.
Plus trim, tasteful styling, inside and out. See
the smart, sassy, saving Chevy II Novas
and the other sensibly sized, sensibly priced
Chevy II models -at your Chevrolet dealer’s.

Chevy ff Nova

New Chevy II Nova 2 -and 4 Doors -plus a wonderful choice of other Chevy II models

eo6ePtad
Remodeling Sale
Thursday, Friday, and
Saturday Only
So special we can only
offer these for 3 days.
200 dresses from our
regular stock, especially
priced for this event.
Values to $29.95,
sizes 5- I 5.
NOW ONLY

Neva 400 Sport Coupe

NOVA

400 Convertible

RIP
300 4-Door Sedan

1DLA
- Mar
100 4-Door Sedan

300 2 -Door Sedan
titity........,-...-1
100 2 -Door Sedan

Nova 400 2 -Seat Station Wagon

TIOCFINEINei
300 3-Saat Station Wagon

rramt,_;)
tw-mir.0
100 2Seat Station Wagon

See the new Chevy II at your local authorized Chevrolet dealer’s
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Marlene To Drop Potent Weapon
On Moscow During2-Month Visit
Orf
LAS VEGAS, Nes. ’CPU The cold war will be considerably thawed in two months
when the United States drops a
potent secret weapon into Moscow Marlene Dietric h, the
sexy grandmother.
The longtime star, back here
for her annual romp at the Riviera hotel, will spend four weeks
in Russia doing her night club
act.
"I am very excited about going to Russia," Marlene said,
her throaty voice pulsing along
on all eight cylinders. "I have
wanted to visit that country for
many years."
Does she believe the Communists are ready for a frontal
barrage of international sex appeal?
PEEK-A-BOO DRESS
"Why not?" she asked. "I
know a great many Russians
and I love their capacity for
enthusiasm. They are a lusty
people who know how to enjoy
themselves and have a good
time."
Marlene said she would wear
the same peek-a-boo dress in the
USSR that shocked Las Vegas
first-nighters six years ago. It
consists of an extramdinarily
sheer material much like that of
a nylon stocking with strategically placed beads, 14 -karat gold
spangles. sequins and rhinestones. She wears absolutely
nothing under it.
Thus a good deal of Dietrich is
exposed to happy night clobbers.
Reminded that Premier Nikita
Khrushchev objected to a mild
can-can dance sequence when he
visited Hollywood, Marlene
shrugged.
"This dress was made to be
worn on a stage, not for diplomats or politicians," she said.
"And I will not change my
act. I will sing in English,
French anti German. Every
time I visit a foreign country
I also sing some songs in the
native tongue. I understand
Russian, so I will sing some Ru,.sian songs, too."
NO POLITICAL GOALS
Does Marlene, who looks many
years younger than 58, hope
to ease cold war tensions as a
good will ambassador-a favorite ploy of American entertainers headed for Russia?
"I should say not." she said
BN
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convincingly.

NOW ONLY

97

So special, no tryons please.
Sixes 5-15.

"1 loursS ouv 11111.01ra,, I am
going to Russia simply to entertain the people. I never step
out of my boundaries.
-It is not the business of perritimers to get involved in poll

I

tics
i
think like a wciman
like a woman anti iiiIS

way I want to

Cheie clate

DINAH
WASHINGTON

EL RANCHO DRIVE-IN
Alma cad Almaden
LIGHT IN THE PIAZZA

& CO.
IN
PERSON

THE ROMAN SPRING OF
MRS. STONE

SAT.
EVE.
MAR. 3

400 South First
EVE AND THE HANDYMAN
- Also SINS OF CASANOVA
LATE SHOW PRI
SAT.

GAY THEATER

San Jose Civic Auditorium

PRICES:

3 330

3.75

*

12-5 DAILY
CY 3-0860 for Res.
ACCEPTED
ORDERS
MAIL

*

$2

On We

Iht

CMG Sue. Big

Office

TROPICAIRE TWIN-VUE
DRIVE-1N THEATER
1969 Alum Rock AVM*
SOUTH SCREEN
BABES IN TOYLAND

*

SNOW WHITE AND THE
THREE STOOGES
_ Also
BASHFUL ELEPHANT
NORTH SCREEN
* POCKET FULL OF MIRACLES
- and -*WORM FLESH, AND THE DEVIL

II.101111.
INIMIISIS mc
MS.’S

THE
SONGS
OF
wuresorress
MIRIAM

’

.

*

MAKEI3A

SARATOGA THEATER

* 14502 Big Basin Way -Saratoga
*

LAST DAY

Special Civil War Centennial
Presentation
GONE WITH THE WIND
Winner of 10 Academy Aeards

TOWNE THEATER

rry[

AND THE CHAD

MITCHELL’
MORRIS DAILEY AUDITORIUM

WED., FEB. 21 - 8 P.M.
S.J.S. STUDENTS

ROMANOFF fa JULIET

1

1433 The Alameda
* Suspense That Equals D;abague"
PURPLE NOON
In Color With Alan D elcn
11’

The CIVIC PLAYHOUSE
Brings You

PYGMALION
Show’s Happiest
Comedy
Special Student Rate $1.50
Fridays only 2 for $2.00
Friday & Saturday, 8:30 p.m.

136 W. SAN CARLOS
For Reservations call
CY 4-2247 CY 5-0888

Move with Grea t Haste...
do not hesitate a single
moment!

Buy La Torre
(S.J.S. Yearbook)
Fight off those first -week crowds of students.
Push your way through that mass of humanity
and go into the Student Affairs Bus. Office
THI6 . . . Proclaim in a clear, rich voice:

1 Want A La Torre

Early Bird
Dress Special
These won’t last, so please
hurry!
Values to $19.95

st

Greatest display of color in history!
Complete Greek and Sports Section!

ONLY

1500

’6

COPIES REMAINING

All orders filled regardless of size
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By DRU CHALLBERG
Society Editor
SPRING OFFICERS
officers for Delta Zeta sorority have been announced with
Pickforcl winning the presidential post. Other slate members
Jati clicis
Lonken, rush chairman; Ruth Conklin, pledge trainer:
treasurer; Carol Clayton, recording secretary; Joanne
arepelene Olivo,
corresponding secretary; Cherie Phinney, historian; Pat
Linson,
representative; Sue Barry, junior panll senior panhellenic
somne.
Poer, scholarship chairman; Lu Vlaardinger, standNancy
nelienlc.
nainnan; and Bonnie Houghtaling, activities chairman.
c
Washburn Hall officers are Laurie Wilcox, president; Evelyn
Bender vice president; Sandy Ness, treasurer; Chris Wallen, social
; and Judy Coulter, publicity chairman.
dta
PINNING8
Kappa Alpha Theta social science
Linda Fitzgerald, sophomore
Ken Alton, junior Sigma Nu civil enmajor from El Segundo to
gineering major from Laguna Beach.
GREEK SKIERS
During semester break. 20 girls from Kappa Alpha Theta
spent a week at Squaw Valley. Pam Carlton is credited for the
irrangements and the successful snow trip. The brothers of Alpha
provided the transportation.
Tau Omega
DORM EXCHANGE
"Where’s George?" is the theme of tomorrow’s exchange between Moulder and Washburn hall. The dance will be from 6:30
Washburn hall.
o 830 p.m. in

OPEN INVITATION TO PRESBYTERIANS,
CONGREGATIONALISTS, DISCIPLES
Attend the first meeting of your United
Campus Christian Fellowship this week!

Time: Wednesday Night, 7:00 p.m.
Place: Campus Christian Center, 300 So. Tenth
Topic: "Open House," get acquainted, a look at
the new semester.

HINEGI
GRAPFS
IN CLASS,.

Would you like to attain
this enviable position?

A Readak Rapid Reading Composition
Course will increase your study proficiency
100%.
We guarantee this 100% improvement or
1000 words per minute with excellent comprehension. Enrolling now for March 5
classes!

Reablz. 9ite

Reading Improvement Laboratory

357 Town & Country Village
San Jose

CH 8-7674

Tryouts Set
For Opera
Production
Tryouts for parts in the
Speech and Drama and Mink
departments’ production of Mozart’s famous opera "Don Giovanni" will be held at 4:30 tomorrow in the main theater of
the Speech and Drama building.
All interested students may
troyout for parts regardless of
major, according to Dr. Jack H.
Neeson, associate professor of
drama and director of the opera.
Persons trying out for parts
should bring with them music
of the classical period which
they can sing in English. A piano and accompanist will be
available; however, students who
wish to bring their own accompanist may do so, Dr. Neeson
said.
"Don Giovanni" will be produced May 25, 26, 30, 31 and
June 1-2. Dr. Edwin C. Dunning, assistant professor of music, will direct the SJS Symphony orchestra for the production.

Pianists Perform
For Musk Class
Interested persons may attend
meetings of the Survey of Music
Literature class on Tuesdays
and Thursdays at 11:30 a.m. in
Concert hall of the Music building.
Live music performances are
presented by the music faculty
and advanced music students.
Piano music of Schumann
and Chopin will be played tomorrow by students of Thomas
Ryan, professor of music. Performing pianists are Loraine
Crider, Diane Flores, Madeleine
Edwards, Pamela Pyle and Maria Federico,
On Tuesday, Joan Goodwin,
pianist, will present a program
of music by Beethoven and selected 19th century music.
The National Educational Television film "200 Years of Woodwinds" will be shown March 1.

=MS
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Sinfonia Presents Program Tonight
Sinfonia Concert Hall will
present its third program tonight with selections from concerts by the SJS A Cappella
Choir at 7:30 on KRPM-FM radio station, 98.5.
The choir, under the direction
of William Eriendson, professor
of music, will perform works
by Bach, Vittoria, Carissimi,
Sweelinck, Bruckner, Villa -Laboo, Chavez, and Mechem.
Also performing on tonight’s

Horror Stories
noLLywooD

WINNING OUT in recent auditions by more than 1100 singers
for a permanent spot on the network television Tennessee Ernie
Ford Ford show is SJS’ Dean Thompson (top), advertising major,
and his partner Hank Jones, Stanford university.

Basil
Rathbone has been signed to costar with Vincent Price in American International’s "Tales of
Terror," a triology of Edgar
Allen Poe horror stories.
The Poe stories included in
the film are "The Black Cat,"
"The Case of M, Valdemar" and
"Morella."

program will be the Choi
a Madrigal group of 11 vocalists.
They will sing works by Hassler, Marenzio, Ca%endish, Byrd
and Weelkes, as well as Haydn’s
"Harmony in Marriage."
Future airings of the weekly
Wednesday night program will
feature selections from recitals
of the Music department and
the SJS Symphony orchestra,
respectively.
Sinfornia Concert Hall is
sponsored by Phi Mu Alpha, national honorary music fraternity.

Schedule Shortened
The
WASHINGTON IL’PlE)
longest scheduled bout in the
"modern" ring era was a 25 rounder between heavyweights Bill
Poland and Eddie Blunt at Washington, Aug. 27, 1991. But Poland
knocked out Blunt in four rounds.

Area Collegians Win
Singing Spot on TV
By MIKE SANDERS
Dean Thompson, twenty-one-year-old advertising major, is
roaring down the expressway that promises to lead him to the
pot of gold in the world of show business.
Thompson and his singing partner from Stanford, Hank Jones,
recently auditioned with 1100 others for a permanent spot on the
network television Tennessee Ernie Ford show from San Francisco.
With almost no previous professional experience Dean and
Hank received the spot.
They will perform vocal background for Tennessee Ernie and
will also be featured doing their own numbers.
The show begins April 2 and will be aired Monday through
Friday at 11 over ABC-TV. The first network presentation from
San Francisco in several years, it will also feature bay area disc
jockey Jim Lange.
The schedule calls for six shows to be taped a week before live
audiences beginning March 26. This won’t leave the blond senior
from San Leandro much leisure time as he continues his studies
at SJS.
"Hank and I are very aware of what a tremendous break this
isespecially in view of our limited professional experience. Daily
exposure on a coast -to-coast hookup is just too much to pass up;
however, education is still our big objective and we are determined
to get our degrees."
February and March promise to be important months for the
ex-advertising manager of Lyke and the Stanford Speech and
Drama major.
Last week a recording session was held in Hollywood which
should result in an RCA Victor album. On or about March 1 RCA
will release their first singlea song the boys wrote with Larry
Ray. In the immediate future is a summer engagement in Las
Vegas, the western mecca of entertainment.
For Dean Thompson and Hank Jones, boyhood chums from the
east -bay, a future awaits that appears brighter than anyone could
hope for at the age of 21.

FEB. 22 and 23

Representatives of California State Government
will be on Campus to discuss with Seniors and
Graduate Students employment opportunities in
State service, including the fields of;
Accounting

Investigation
Correctional Rehabilitation
Personnel and Employment
Real Estate and Property Management

Vocational Rehabilitation
Statistical Research
Insurance

MAKE AN APPOINTMENT
NOW
AT YOUR PLACEMENT OFFICE

IMP

THERE’ S A NEW,
HIP, HUGGING
LOOK FOR JUNIORS

5.98
The very latest! A new, low
slung look in capris!
These in navy blue denim or
pink or orange cotton
homespun. Both styles are slim
and tapered in the legs,
low and hugging
at the top! Sizes 5 to IS.
The roll sleeve cotton
gingham checked top in pink
or orange, 5 to IS, 4.98.

HALES YOUNG CALIFORNIA SHOP,
second floor

SPARTAN
BOOKSTORE
OPEN NIGHTS
’TILL 9 P.M.
MON. - TUES. - WED. - THURS.
AND

SAT. FROM 9 A.M. to 3:30

SHOP HERE ’N SAVE

man.

Construction Eases SJS Growing Pain;

Wednesday February 21
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Buildings, Athletic Field 5
Draw Near Completion
The gym addition, scheduled for
S.;
completion July 1963, will add
The e.er-esisin.lin.
State campus continues to grow 11,563 square feet to the women’s
this semester, with four construc- ; physical education facilities. It will
tion projects now nearing comple- las built on the site of the barrack
classrooms on San Carlos street
tion and two just Ikeinning.
Slated for Tmpletion this which were torn down during, semonth is u one-story building for mester break.
1x-signed by Sarkis Shirinian,
the Aeronautics depot tment at
San Jose municipal airport, Spring the addition will house facilities
and Newhall sts. The 12,800 j for the recreation and physical edsquare-foot building houses class- ucation departments. It will con rooms and labs. Included in the fain a large gymnasium, elemenproject is a permanent site for a tary school physical education
supersonic wind tunnel and air- classrooms, locker rooms, two act is ity rooms, three classrooms and
plane taxiing space.
The Men’s Physical Eduratior fatiilty offices.
department is now moving into a
St "IIINIEIC COMPLETION
single-story building completed
An outdoor physical education
this month at the corner of 10th field between the men’s and
and Humboldt sts., near Spartan women’s dormitories is scheduled
stadium. The 240 by 80 feet build- ; for completion this semester, acing contains locker, shower and cording to Grant C. Burton,. Exequipment facilities for athletic ecidive dean. The field will be
classes, according to Walter J. located on the block between
McPherson, head of the depart- . Eighth and Ninth sts. and San
ment.
’Cal ,os and San Salvador sts. ExIts

STRETCHING INTO INFINITY,
beams on SJS’ multi -story parking garage seem to symbolize
the rate of the campus’ expansion. Scheduled to be ready for
use next fall, the 50 -foot -high
structure is one of six construction projects going on on campus. The split-level garage will
house 2200 cars but will not relieve the problems of commuters much because about 900
spaces will be reserved for dorm
students and 500 for faculty
members.
- uluu.. I.

5,11 Th ..... at

Our ealy Store
Itas

71111!

A short while ago. 42 South
First St. was designed especially for the younger set
but no more! 42 South First
St has now grown up to be
the central headquarters for
K ()ref of California. Featured below is just a sample
of our exciting spring collec
Zion. Lome in today and see
our brand /11’11’ store.

City College Hosts Buddy Plan Helps
Health Conference Foreign Students
Four SJS delegates v
pate in a Health Careers cor,
ference, co-sponsored by the Santa
Clara County Medical assn. and
the Women s auxiliary, from 9
a.m. to 5 p.m. this Friday at San
Jose City college.
Mrs. Thomas Gray, wife of the
heuci of the SJS Student Health
service, is chairman of the event.
She expects 800 high school seniors in addition to college students,
physicians, school conselors and
other interested personnel to attend.
Dr. Ward Rasmus, director of
the SJS Speech and Hearing department and assistant head of the
Speech and Drama department.
will be featured as one of six symposium speakers.
Exhibitions will be open to the
public from 3-5 p.m.
Also participating in the program are Flora R. Burnham.
Spartan cafeteria dietitian: Dr.
Rizpah Lindstrom, associate professor of nursing. and Mrs. Helen
Smith, head nurse of the Student
Health service

Study in
Guadalajara, Mexico
The Guadalajara Summer School, a
fully accredited University of Arizona
program, conducted in cooperation
with professors from Stanford
,y
tisre
inU and
University
of v
California,
Guadalajara, will offer July 2 to
August 10, art, folklore, geogra
phy, history, language and literatune
courses. Tuition, board and room is
$245. Write Prof. Juan B. Rael
P.O. lox 7227, Stanford, Calif.

I

Fifty-three new foreign students
at SJS are taking part in the newly established buddy plan this
semester.
Each new student from abroadl
has been paired with a native ’
Spartan on a big brother-big sistet
basis.
First step in the buddy plan an to assist incoming foreign student
through registration procedure including orientation and entrant.:
tests.
"The person to person progranwon’t die there since most f.:reitzt
students and oldtime students in
dicated they would like to
in contact through the seine
Brent Davis, ASH president
A Speakers’ bureau is being set
up to introduce foreign studs.nts
to living groups and to introduce
the living groups to foreign students.
Davis said a new foreign student
will go with a SJS student ta a
living group for dinner. Follcwing
dinner, the foreign student will
talk to his hosts about his own
country and society.
Groups joining with living centers to welcome the new stoisnts
,, SJS were the International Student organization and the Model
’rated Nations committee. The Inemotional Students Affairs board,
resided by Bob Johnson, directs
ite program.
The foreign students were offi;ally welcomed to the college at a
on Ft-l) T in Spartan cafeteria.

you would see

TUROFF
MIGHTY FAST

IF YOUR hair started HURTING as it withered and fell from your’
scalp, you would rush to see us because you wouldn’t accept such
condition and endure the pin.
THE FACT that excessive hairfall is not accompanied by pain, should
not deceive you. Some warnings of approaching baldness ere itchy
scalp, dryness, dandruff and hair fall. Any single such symptom should
cause you to see Turoff specialist at once, for a free, thorough
offerninetion

Sashed Overblouse
6.98
Elasticord Trimmers
$8.98

TUROFF METHODS and know-how are based on over 1 million suc
cessful treatmentsa California record. Come in today and 1st the
Turoff specialist show you how remarkable Turoff treatment will help
end your dandruff, eliminate scalp itch, check falling hair. Let him
show you the way to a thicker, healthier head of hair. No appointment
needed for free examination.
DON’T BE MISLED. ONE LOCATION ONLY IN SAN JOSE.

Rattrap
206 South First Street
42 South First Street
San Jose
Student Dismnin
Charge .4ccounts Invited
Lav-Away Plan

ki

PLAYING FIELDS, TOO
Other new facilities for the department this semester are tennis
courts, intramural fields and a
diamond.
"Our future track was cut out
of the 1962-63 budget," said McPherson. "We expect it will be
Included in the next state college
budget."
Construction projects beginning
this semester are a two-story addition to the women’s gym and an
--;,
outdo:u

R eg’ster Social’ ze baseball

IF BALDNESS
ACHED -LIKE A TOOTH -S. I. TUROFF, DIRECTOR
Twoff Hair & Scalp Clinics

(111A, Ill

HE-T

HAIR 84 SCA P
NI S
&sato/oaks VAIBNO HAIRCLSPICILUAISTI
CT 8-4630
Hours: Daily. 11 m. 8 p.m.: SAL. 10 a.m. -3 p.m
NO APPT. NEEDED
THURS. 4 P.M. 8 P.M.
SAN JOSE: 28 No. 1st St. (300 Commercial Bldg.)

Leave:
June 20, 1962
San Francisco- London

Construction projects continuing
this semester and scheduled fur
completion by next fall are the
education and engineering buildings and the multi -story parking
garage, according to Dean Burton.

special stalls 1,,
thwaikmve:thsaein:d::::rid::.;:::.::,:’rate
semestet
char,..osl t,,
student
pai.kmg

READY BY FALL
mitory residents v.111 not
The $8.888;100 engineering build- pay any
fees for
th
ing on Seventh and San Frenando act-issuing
to
S;
orpx
sts, will be ready by September
1962. It will add 169,000 square
feet of classrooms, offices and businestsil:171:1’’.t sTA1.1.S
labs to engineering equipment.
A certain I
The Education division will re- be resercil to dont:dor:,
ceive centralized quarters for the dents. This isthdti.iefedt,,eri,,:::
first time in a long while when order connected %tali appi-otti
their four-story building on the lions tor consiructiiin
the
southwest corner of Seventh and di ence:.npeadr halls.
San Carlos sts. is finished next
’pof
September. The 103,082 square of
ohes tate lor pr,M,11
foot structuer will house 50 two- tion of the residenee
hails
man faculty offices and 44 class- used for the parking
Kane
rooms with accommodations for Thompso_n _said.
2000 students.
COMMI7TERS’ SALVATION
Of general interest to commuting students is the September
The SJS police will issue reg4
1962 completion date for the open - !citations prosecuted by
th
decked, split-level parking garage Jose municipal courts in
actsi
on the corner of San Salvador and: ance with the California
Vti
jeode regulations eoverning
San Carlos sts.
tr
The 50-foot -high garage will and parkin.,
campus

. tension services and College Union
buildings will remain on the same
block.
The field will be used by the
Physical Education departments,
the Recreation department and
the Marching Band. It will also
used for ROTC and intram:.:
programs and as recreation fae..
ties for dormority residents.
Included on the field will be
volleyball courts, two outdoor I.
tot ball courts, a softball diant,
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We Have the Largest Stock in 110111
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Till II’-

Return:
August 27, 1962
Paris - San Francisco

EUROPE
$399.00 Round Trip

DICK DURLING
CY 5-8574
_

tax included

MOSHE BEN -Ell

Call:

CY 5-2520

CY 4-7346

THE BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES
SALUTE: LOREN GERGENS
Three years ago he was an economics major in college.
Today lie is a salesman introducing Bell System products
and sell iees to business executives. Loren Cergens and
his sales staff have improved the communications efficiency
of many firms by analyzing their operations and rec-

otionenfling advanced Bell System pi fshe Is and set\
Loren Cergens of Mountain States Telephone &
graph Company. and the other young men like Ilan in
Bell Telephone Companies throughout the count ii. help
make your communications service the finest in the

BELL TELEPHONE COMPANIES
TELEPHONE MAN -OF-THE.:
-

In

Ii

WerIneyti% Feta wiry 71
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Glenn Orbits: Around the World in 88 Minutes
Astronaut Encircles
Earth Three Times

On

ALWAYS ENOUGH TIME for his family, John Glenn, pictured,
is seated with his wife and children. About to begin busy schedule, the astronaut still plans to maintain a good family life. The
Glenns watched the astronaut make his flight into space over
the television screen like millions of other Americans. Through.
out the flight, the Marine astronaut’s family remained calm.

DAYSTROMIHEATH
STEREO/Ill-Fl KITS
FOUND AT
)11-It-Yourself

headquarters

United Radio and T.V. Supply Co.
CY 8-1212

1425 W. SAN CARLOS

IVATIGEN’S 1
STUDENT =BM UNION
)1:

SAVE 35%
WASH PANTS
Regular
Dis6ount

$5.95

$3.83

SPORT SHIRTS
Regular
Discount

$5.95,

$3.83

SPORT COATS
Regular
...Diacount

$45.50

$29.47

PULL -OVER
SWEATERS
Regular

$12.95

Discount

$8.41

Women’s CLASSIC
.SWEATERS
Regular
Discount

86.95

$4.51

CAPE CANAVERAL (UPI) -John II. Glenn Jr., flew triumphantly three times around the
world in space yesterday and was
plucked safely from the sea at the
end of his historic trail -breaking
mission for America.
The 40-year-old as
jumped into the sky atop a flamespouting Atlas rocket at 6:47 a.m.
PST.
As he lost all sense of heaviness
at 6:53 am., Glenn reported "I
feel fine."
The National Aeronautics and
Space Administration announced
at 10 am., 13 minutes after lift-off,
that Glenn had achieved orbital
flight.
TOP SPEED
lie hurtled eastward at a top
speed of 17,545 miles an hour on a
flight path that curved over Bermuda, the Canary Islands, Africa,
Zanzibar. the Indian Ocean. Australia, the Pacific, and back over
southern United States.
Scientists said his orbit would
range in altitude from 100 to 160
miles.
The 40-year-old Marine became
the first American in orbit with a
leap which carried him around the
globe once every 88.29 minutes at
:1 top speed of 17,545 miles an hour.
GIANT ATLAS
His giant Atlas rocket boosted
him into a path so nearly perfect -ranging in altitude from 100 to 160
milesthat officials said he could
make seven complete orbits.
But they limited his flight to the
three planned circuits of the globe.
Ile rose into the sky at 6:47
a.m, and completed his first space
circumnavigation of the earth at
7:21 a.m.
The official announcement that
Glenn had completed orbit No. 2
came at 9:54 am.
GLENN REPORTS
Glenn ecstatiscally ieported he
was seeing "tremendous" and
"beautiful" views from his capsule
, as he rode alternately through periods of light and dark.
He also reported "some minor
difficulties" with his spacecraft’s
, controls. But he said weightlessness, the common lot of spacemen,
’ disturbed him not a bit and he
felt "fine.*

*

011E1N THURS. 711. 9:00

Astronaut’s Family
Exhibits Relief,
Has Faith In God
ARLINGTON, Va. UPI)The
wife and children of Lt. Col, John
H. Glenn were described as "relieved and overjoyed" at the successful orbiting of the astronaut’s
space capsule.
The family minister, the Rev.
Frank A. Erwin, emerged from
the Glenn home here to tell a
crowd of new.smen that Mrs. Annie Glenn and David, 16, and
Carolyn Lynn Glenn. 14, were very
excited. He said a "feeling of joy
prevailed" in the house.
A friend of the family who
watched the launching with them
quoted the happy Mrs. Glenn as
saying, "I know John is really
smiling."
The Rev. Erwin said he was
very impressed at the way Mrs.
Glenn and the children reacted to
the strain of waiting, and the
launching itself.
"They remained quite cairn tinder the circumstances," he said.
The Presbyterian minister said
this demonstrated "a very fundamental faith." All four members
of the Glen family are said to be
very devout.
"This faith is not only spiritual,"
he said, "but In all the people
conducting the space program.,
there is, above all, faith in God."

TV Watcher JFK
Sees Glenn Orbit
wAsiriNGToN CI ’1 -

President Kennedy, like millions of
other Americans, watched tel.’casts today of advance preparations for Lt. Col. John II. Glenn’s
trip around the world in it space
The President watched the preparations on a television in the
residential quarter of the White’
House while awaiting the arrival
of Democratic Congressional lead -1’
Cr,, for a dimension of the Kennedy program’s outlook in Con-

gress.

tiful."

ASTRONAUT John Glenn suits up during a
checkup previous to yesterday’s space flight.
The suit and helmet are those which he wore
on his history -making flight. GIrmr ,s the first

man in the free world to orbit around the
earth. The Marine astronaut successfully orbited
three times.

U.S. Spaceman Lands ’Hale Hearty’

DESCENT BEGINS
The space craft began its descent
off the West Coast of America
naiL
I Ira
Iii,’
aNtronaut
to
A small nut n,impieteec eippts1
when breaking rockets fired at i The area %k here Gienn (.
11:20 am. The ton-and-a-half cabin down is roughly 240 miles north- Grand Turk Island in the Baham- hosoital awaits Glenn at Grand
Turk.
arched into dense layers of the at- west of San Juan, Puerto Rico. as for a 48-hour rest.
mosphere at an altitude of about 55
At 12:30 p.m., Mercury control
miles above the East Coast.
In the space of five minutes its said Glenn came out the side hatch
speed was cut from about 17,500 of the capsule because of difficulharry 10 (ici
to 270 miles an hour, and air fric- ties encountered in removing the
tion heated its blunt re-entry heat pressure bulkhead on the top.
our ihnneri al
shield to nearly 3000 degrees,
As he left by the side exit, he
Ginn’s own comment on his
glowing spacecraft was, "Boy, that was reported to be "hale 111111
was a real fireball."
hearty."
In diving back into the atmosTwo doctors from the aircraft
phere the astronaut again under- carrier Randolph, steaming in the
went gravity forces about 7’& recovery area between the Noa
times normal.
and the destroyer Stribling, took
SPLASH
off by helicopter to join a medical’
(The Spartan rendezvous)
At 11:43 am., four hours and team aboard the Noa.
56 minutes later, he splashed down
CHICKEN DINNER
The Noa’s team already had
in the Atlantic only about six
begun the medical "de-briefil
$1.25
miles from the destroyer Noa, one
of the astronaut to determin
of the recovery ships waiting to
TOP SIRLOIN STEAK DINNER
, he weathered his ordeal.
rescue him.
1
$1.49
In another helicopter froo,
Glenn remained in his spacecraft
as it was picked up and placed on Randolph a team of space age,
CHEF’S
SPECIAL STEAK DINNER
officials and photographers
the deck of the destroyer.
81.10
Glenn reported, "My condition is ’ off to examine Glenn’s Friendship
excellent." He was still sealed in 7 spacecraft.
the capsule, but maintained comPlans were to transfer Glenn
It
munications with those on board later to the Randolph by helithe ship pending his removal.
copter. From the carrier a .i.!

3.1!cren

ARCHIE’S
STEAK
HOUSE

OPEN EVERY DAY
iv sEc(m) sTHEET

*

capsule.

121 ’11/1 ’I’ll I th
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The astronaut on his first crossing of southwestern United States
saw something he r.sadd not explain
- thousands of mysterious luminous particles streaming past his
Friendship 7 space cabin.
In addition, space officials said
the temperature in Glenn’s Friendship 7 spacecraft rose in his first ,
eircumnavigation to 105 to 108 degives.
Both astronaut and officials min- ,
imized the seriousness of these difficulties, however, and Glenn reported, "I feel fine." He said in his
first swing over Australia that he
was feeling "no ill effects of,
weightlessness, no nausea or discomforts at all."
A mightly Atlas booster hurled
Glenn into space at 6:48 a.m, at a
top speed of about 17,545 miles ani
hour. He reported that from his’
vantage point 100 to 160 miles up
"the view is tremendous ... beau-

NEW SHIPMENTS
OF NEW AND USED

BOOKS
ARRIVING DAILY
at

SPARTAN
BOOKSTORE
()n (
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Wednesday. February 21. 1911’2

Gymnastics Meet Tomorrow Grapplers
. , Face Cal
T omorrow

a strong Sacramento stato college gymnastics team will be the
opposition for Coach (lair Jennett’s omusasta tomorrow night.
at 7:30 in Sacramento.
San Jese State will he perform’

a

th

men .1,,nnt.i t had planned to
against Sacramento.
Ron McNichols. trampoline an,’
tumbling man, is not with a had
hack and Frank Johnson will mu
be able to compete in the wind
let bar event because of an abra
WI hk left hand

BUSINESS MACHINES
AND OFFICE EQUIPMENT

CYpress 2-7501

Third & San Fernando

i.i.aut.ling to Berkeley toniot.., night. Coach Hugh Mumby’s
,stlers will be seeking revenge
In the California Bears for
of only two losses suffered
-t year.
According to Mumby, San Jose
,.,old expect more competition
tll the Cal grapplers than some
State’s previous opponents
season, but not as much competition as the Bears offered last
year.
The Bears and the Spartans
have a common opponent and victim this year in the Stanford
Indians. While the Bears squeaked
by their arch -enemy foes from
Palo Alto, San Jose took two
matches from them by scores of
25-5, and 31-3.
The Spartans can expect some
of their roughest opposition from
lightweight Toby Burnett, who
will be opposing 123-pound David
Armstrong. Another tough match
to watch for will be between
Spartan Fred Yrueta and Ken
Memzer who have met twice in
the past two years and have split
the two matches.
Following the match in Berkeley, the Spartans will return to
face the Santa Clara Broncos
;Friday night in the Spartan mat,a,m.
Going into competition tomorrow. Coach Mumby’s crew holds
a 4-4 record plus a victory in’ the
Northern California Intercollegiate tournament here at San Jose
Dec. 9.
The trash wrestlers take on the
Cabrillo junior college grapplers
tonight at Cabrillo.

Greek 880-yard Relay Slated

Interclass Track Meet R ecor s
In Danger; Spikers First Tes
The annual SJS interclass track slots participants and he ,,iptained
meet gets underway at
Friday with nearly all the
I in danger of being broken,
ling to track coaches Bud
I and Dean Miller.
I What Is potentially one
best varsity track squads

3 p.m. by a vaisity track letter ’Winner.
records
One of the varsity division
accord- marks particularly in jeopardy is
Winter the 352-yard run where Dennis
Johnson, SJS’ former 100-yard
of the dash world record holder, will take
in SJS aim at Willie Williams mark of
36.3.
Another mark in danger is
Charlie Clark’s one and a half
mile record of 6:47.9. Horace
Whitehead, who has a best of 6:42,
and Jose Azevedo will be after
it Friday.
Clark’s 1320 mark of 3:02.9 is
another likely candidate for oblivion. Both Ben Tucker and Ron
Davis have bettered that time-Tucker in 3:00.3 and Davis in
3:01.

BARBER
0
S
’
s
LEE
ALL HAIRCUTS

$1

Swim Meet

3 Barbers To Serve You
Open 9-7 Mon. - Sat. Sun. 9-4

68 E. SAN FERNANDO
(One Block from Campus)

joining the Spartan rifle team
are
asked to meet in 1A218
tomorrow
at 330 p.m. For further infolma.,
Hon contact
Leslie E. Stephenson, IA209; Richard
Wilkins,
roffm 101, Allen hall, or Don
Har,
mon. CY 7-1684.

Other varsity events to be run
are the 75-yard dash, 70-yard high
hurdles. 180-yard dash. 660, 160All varsity football prospect,
yard low hurdles and 440-yard
relay. Novice division events also for next season should meet with
will be held at each of these dis- coach Bob Titchenal, Thursday at
4’30 p.m. in MG20I.
tances.

Football Meeting

Until March 2nd with Cash Register

"RIGHT ON CAMPUS"

Stretch Pants 20% Off
Rogue
Roffe
Bogner
Hauser
(some styles)
Reinalter
Bogner - White Stag - Slalom

’tor Vrau

Hot Sandwiches
and Hot Dishes
Refreshments too!
30 South First Street
CY 3-2011
San Jose
Hours: 11 a.m. ’til 10 p.m. Refreshments ’til 2 p.m.
Sorry, Closed Sundays

AU
121161
II

Gabardine Pants

BOOTS 20-40% Off
Strolz
Dolomite
Munari
Mastu.

Saska
Henke
Prestige
Victory

50% OFF

AFTERSKI BOOTS
20-40% Off

SWEATERS

PARKAS

Beautiful Imports
20-407e, Off

200 Parkas to Choose From
Savings up to 500/

Meggi - Sport Alm Avalanche, and many others.

Comfy - White Stag - Bogner
Blizzard - Sportcaster
Roffe - Slalom
Many others

"You don’t have to be a skier to use
and enjoy these sweaters."

DRASTIC PRICE REDUCTIONS
ON USED EQUIPMENT
SKIS - BOOTS - CLOTHING

Cope & McPhetres
66 West San Antonio St.

CY 5-2939

ENGINEERS...
SCIENTISTS
You are cordially invited to attend a private
interview with a Special Representative of
Lockheed Missiles & Space Company.
Objective: Pursue mutual interests by
examining the almost limitless fields of
endeavor being investigated at Lockheed.
Lockheed Missiles & Space Company in
Sunnyvale and Palo Alto, California, on the
very beautiful San Francisco Peninsula, is
constantly probing all the sciences related
to missiles and space projects. These cover
the complete spectrumfrom human
engineering through celestial mechanics
providing a fascinating challenge to those
whose interests lay beyond the ordinary
day-to-day job.
Lockheed, Systems Manager for such
projects as the Navy POLARIS FBM and
the Air Force DISCOVERER and MIDAS
Satellites, is also an important contributor
to various NASA programs involving some
of the nation’s most interesting and sophisticated concepts. As one of the largest
organizations of its kind, the Company provides the finest technical equipment available; for example, the Sunnyvale facility
houses one of the most modern computing
centers in the world. Every opportunity is
given members of the technical staff to

LOCKHEED

NIP

participate in the initiation of advanced
technological developments.
Further, Lockheed strongly encourages
continuing education and advanced degree
work, maintaining two programs in their
support.
Lockheed’s Tuition Reimbursement Program remits seventy-five percent of the
tuition for approved courses taken by
professional and technical people who
are working full time.
The Graduate Study Program permits
selected engineers and scientists of outstanding scholarship and professional
potential to obtain advanced degrees at
company expense while employed on
research assignments.

SPECIAL CAMPUS
INTERVIEWS
will hp held

Tuesday
MARCH 6
See your piecement office for details

MISSILES S. SPACE COMPANY

(JUST THREE BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS)

Open Monday & Thursday Evenings

THURS.: I
lit Sic

[C4F

50% off

Northland
Persenico

sit

Receipt

SPARTAN BOOKSTORE

SAVINGS ON SKIING EQUIPMENT
Hart
Kneissl
Kastie

loatia Int
spot

BOOKS and SUPPLIES

SPORTING GOODS

SKIS 20-46% Off

Bei
Represe
the

ON

COPE & McPHETRES

20%

No’

MONEY BACK GUARANTEE

MAIN STUB

DENNIS JOHNSON
. . . 352 -yard run

history will take deadly aim at
the varsity meet division marks,
while this season’s frosh spike
prospects will give the novice division records fits.
One of the highlights of the day
will be the 580-yard, eight man
fraternity relay. The Greek teams
will be aiming at the event meet
record of 1:37.5.
As of noon yesterday only one
fraternity had submitted an
entry form to the intramural
office, according to intramural
director Dan Unruh. Deadline
for entries is 4 p.m. today.
There will be six teams in the
interclass meet. Each team will inThe Spartan swim team ven- clude both varsity and novice divitures north to Oregon to challenge Oregon and Oregon state
in meets Friday and Saturday.
Coach Tom O’Neill expects to
beat Oregon but thinks that the
egon state meet will be very

Riflemen To Meet
Full-time -,I...lents intereatat in

GROUP L-NII/S,ON Or LOC, tit F r)
IMINAITVAIJI. PALO AtTO. VAN AVM

CPUS

SANTA MAMA

CALtIONNt

S

AN coot. OPPUPTUNITY EMPLOYER

QM’S. GANAVARA6 ILtattlA

ft

NAWAO

NorCal Tennis Meet
Begins Today at SJS

entatives from San Jose
. I
will go
siutes varsity tennis team
annual Northern Cab the
into
Tennis chamin
underdogs today.
as
pionships
they will be
wire ot the fact that

AWFUL

A\\ Ft

PROGRAM

WED LADIES’ NIGHT,
refreshments for gals
only

10c.

MIAS.: Musk for danciic:iU
i". Storting at 9 P.m

FRIDAY AFTERNOON:
RT- HAPPY HOURS 3 to 5:30
Door charge $1.50
Gals 75c
Refreshments FREE!

FRI. & SAT.
NIGHTS:
Jim Robertson’s
Awful -Awful
BANJO BAND

the

AWFUL -AWFUL
12860 SOUTH 1st STREET
II mile south of the
Foirgroundst

hosting the tournament on San
Jose’s newly constructed tennis
courts.
The learn to beat will be California, boasting "its finest team in
many, many years," accon/ing to
Spartan tennis coach Butch Krikorian. It features Davis Cupper
Bill Mooga jr., and Jim McManus,
finalists In the 1961 NCAA doubles competition, and first and second seeded in the tournament.
Cal is eonsidered by many as
the number one team in the nation
this year, according to Krikorian,
fticking up Mango and McManus
are fourth seeded Paul Welles and
’ eighth seeded Mike Farrell, returning Cal lettermen.
Out of Stanford, fourth ranked
in the nation last year, comes
Yoshi Minegishl, a semi-finalist
in the NCAA in 1961 and third
seeded In the tournament.
The tournament includes. along
with SJS, Cal, and Stanford, the
University of San Francisco, San
Francisco state, St. Mary’s, Sacramento state, Chico state, and Santa
Clara. It will wind up with the
finals at 1 p.m. on Saturday, Feb.
24.
Entries in the junior college division have been received from
Fresno city college, San Jose city
college, City College of San Fran(ism and Diablo junior college.
The new San Jose State court,
are located on south 10th at,, adjacent to the football stadium.

SJS Wins
Judo Meet
San Jose Sm:-, :alio learn won
the Pacific Association AAU junior
judo championship held at Santa
Rosa Feb. 18,
The Spartans, led by Stanford
Alcorn, first place in the heavyweight division, and Gregory
Weaver, first place in the 198 lb.
division, beat a field of 28 northern California judo clubs for the
championship.
San Jose State had 15 points to
the runner-up Palo Alto judo club’s
eight. The Island judo club was
third with five points,

Wetinevlay. February ?!. 11M2
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Communication

Lack Causes Forfeit

sis

The American Hellenic
Nonpartisan Political Organization

lit, FRED b s(. -AND
A breakdown in communication’
has been blamed for the fatal et ror i
that led to San Jose State’s latest
basketball forfeiture and the elimination once and for all of the
Spartans from the West Coast Athletic conference race,
The Spartans, nipped three
weeks ago by the ineligibility hug
when center Joe Braun was discovered to have played more than
his share of college ball, were
stunned again Friday when a second case turned up.
Team scoring leader Bill Robertson was discovered lo have heen

ineligible for the entire ,i..1.-iiii IIi’ with passin_ ill:. ,,, .!
.,,,I fail to violation of the WCAC -one. ling 11, according to beau of Stu- i
dents Stanley C. Benz.
I
firth rule."
Thus SJS had to forfeit its latest’
Robertson needed 55 passing ’
two victories, big wins over Pep- units to be eligible.
perdlne and Loyola Feb. 9 and 10.
Athletic Director Bob Bronzan
The figure would have been higher blamed the oversight on a "lack ofl
were it not for the fact that the communication betwen three key
nine other Spartan victories in offices- his own; that of Walt Mcwhich Robertson participated had Pherson, physical education departalready been forfeited in the Braun i merit head, and that of Dean Benz, ’
case.
I who is ONO faritIty athletic repre- ’
The "one-fifth rule" , retina,that an athlete must pass k
times as many units as he I,
failed to be eligible.
At the beginning of the fall semoster Robertson was credited

Faces Dons Friday
In Bid for Legal Win
Coach Stu Inman’s battered
Spartan basketball five will be
looking for its first legal West
Coast Athletic conference win of
the season Friday when the University of San Francisco Dons invade San Jose civic auditorium for

Independent Loo
Action features
Closer Contests
new leiegues in the independent division of the intramural
basketball program provided closer
games for the leagues Monday
night.
Led by Ang Ross’s 17 points, the
Beachcombers dropped the Gimlets
45-36. The AFROTC forfeited to
Gorgo’s Body Snatchers, in the
only other scheduled A league
action.
The A.A. downed Oden 52-42,
with Jerry Todd leading the victors with 20 points. Buzz Keivmtm
was high point man for Oden with
21. In other B league action, the
Ventura Rejects slammed the Independents 65-44. Weldon Hall was
high man for Ventura with 23
points and Jackson Baker led the
Independents with 14.

an 8 p.m. clasl
The SJS
meet the USF
yearlings prior to the varsity encounter at 6:15.
Following a pair of ineligibiiii..
cases, the Spartans find themsehi in possession of an 0-7 WCAC re,
ord and a 2-17 mark over-all. Cali%
the fact that the ineligible play,:
.toe Braun and Bill Robertson, ts
failed to play in SJS’ two victoi :,
in the WCAC tournament
serves those wins for the local (-1,,,
"It is difficult to know lo,,
deeply it (the forfeits) will affect
the kids," Inman said. "But I
know we will do everything in
power to be ready for USF."
Regarding the two forfeit
he added, "I’m still numb. It N.,
an unfortunate thing."
Inman said he plans (ii al
Dennis Bates and Rolf Dahl
forwards Friday, with Han..
wanrds at center and Bill
and Craig Carpenter at go;::
He added that Vance Bari,.
who has turned in some fine
formances of late, would see a
of action at guard.
Inman praised the play of G,
Citta. He said the 5-11, 181)-!’
guard, who has seen only a l
minutes action all season.
fine ball last weekend in
geles.

1.
olear division of
responsibility between the offices,
had not been made since the turn.
over in top physical education department lobs began two years ago.
McPherson replaced the resigning Bill Hubbard as athletic direetor and then advanced to his pies.7.nt post when Charles Nagel quit
as department head. Bronzan then
replaced McPherson as athletic di- ’
rector last August.
"Each one i rt.
I bought soul!’

one else was taking care of r.:,-,ibility technicalities," Bronzan said.
"In most other institutions the toeulty representative is responsible
for checking eligibility. I went on
that assumption."
He explained, however, that at
SJS the faculty athletic represonl.itive has not been charged with
checking athletes’ eligibility. Mc Pherson performed that task when
ili 11 is :if k110 it (n11414)1, Br:on/an

Presents their

’Kick-off Dinner’
Guest Speaker

The Hon. George Christopher
Mayor of San Francisco
Given at the

SAN JOSE COUNTRY CLUB
15571 Alum Rock Ave.
TUESDAY NIGHT, FEBRUARY 27, 1962
Cocktail hour, 7:00 p.m.
Dinner 8:00 p.m.
You may obtain your ticket at:
Angelo’s Steak House
The Steer House
72 E. Santa Clara St.

I I Race Street

The Interlude

Ted’s Coffee Shop

3rd and Santa Clara Si’.

62 W. Santa Clara St.

Garden City Hofbrau
si S. Market Street
Donation $10.00

We Still Have A Huge Selection Of

\

USED BO KS

’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’’
REFUND POLICY
FULL REFUND WITH
RECEIPT DURING FIRST
TWO WEEKS OF
SCHOOL

‘6,:=1/5"/,5,59505/...’"’:,,,,,ViiieWie,540.4,D.’’’.’,"...,’

STORE HOURS
FIRST WEEK OF
SCHOOL:
7:30 A.M. - 9:00 P.M.
ALL DAY SATURDAY
:.;50:0‘14,4501Voir101/4",,,i05...".4,5rfisteii.::."..

You Can Save

25(Yo
Off Regular Prices

california book co. ltd.
(Just 1/2 Mimi, from ..(.11401)
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Faculty Gets $4420 for Research
tessor ..1 elementary edoem loll.
"An Evaluation of Materials and
Techniques for Improving Instruction in Elementary School Social
Studies," $158.
Dr. Rex J. Burbank. assistant
professor of English, "Sherwood
Anderson," $229.
Dr. Charles B. Burdick, associate professor of history. "German
Plans for Gibraltar, 1940-1941,"
$123.
Dr. J. Gordon Edwards, protensor of entomology. "High
Altitude Mosquitoes in theNorthern Rocky Mountains,"
$940.
Dr. T. C. Esselstyn, professor
of sociology, and Dr. Julian B.
Roebuck, asistant professor of sociology, "The Women Offender,"
$200.

’Seed money’ Is’S ci olielesied
and aggressive’ faculty, has been
provided by the SJS College
Foundation, according to William
S. Siddoway.
Siddoway, co-ordinator of the
Research and Field Services Center explained that the total $4420
will be given out in small amounts
to 24 faculty members to carry on
research in any field of interest.
The year old program aids professors in work on their special
research projects and in preparing
the groundwork for making preparat ions for application for larger
grants from other organizations.
The faculty members are:
Dr. Donald H. Alden, professor
of English, "Experimental Free
Writing in English A." $250.
Dr. Paul C. Blake, associate pro-

Pledges Sponsor Corwash
varied menu is planned with
steaks for those with GPAs of
3.0 and above, hash for 2 point
averages, and beans for averages below 2.0.
A dessert exchange with the
Pi Kappa Alpha fraternity is
planned for March 7. The dessert exchange will be followed
by a rock n roll dance at the
Pi Kappa Alpha house.

siKtnsoring
The pledge el.,a carwash Saturday. Feb. 24,
from S a.m. to 4 p.m. at the
Kappa Kappa Gamma house,
211 S. 10th st. For a donation
of $1 this service includes a
complete cleaning of the car inside and out.
A scholarship dinner on March
12 will honor members with
high grade point averages. A

Analysis Shows
High Living Costs
i.NOXVILLE. Tenn. iurn) The cost of education for an
average University of Tennessee
student adds up to $1290 for
four years, but the cost of living for those four years in a
university dormitory adds $4710
to the bill.
An analysis made by graduate
student Peter Condiles of expenditures of 280 residence hall
students showed food took 32
per cent of the average student’s
budget, followed by educational
expenses, tuition plus textbooks
and supplies. with 21.3 per cent,
and clothing with 16.2 per cent
of the budget. Students averaged 12.8 per cent of annual exnenclitures for rent. 10.5 per cent
for entertainment, four per cent
for personal grooming and three
pet- cent for laundry and dry
r!, min:

1)1: Frank C Gale, associate
!professor of sicence education,
"Experiences in Science for the
Nursery School and Kindergarten
Child." $200.
Dr. Benjamin F. Gilbert, professor of history, "San Francisco:
The Transition form Mexican
Alcalde to American Mayor," $100.
Floyd I. Greenleaf, associate
professor of speech and drama.
’Teaching Machines -English as a
Second Language, $229.
Dr. Emmanuel S. Hatzantonis,
assistant professor of foreign languages. "The Literary Influence of
Italy and Spain on N. Kazantzakis," $250.
Dr. Harold W. Keely, assistant professor of psychology, and
Dr. Gene R. Mettinnos, assistant
professor of psychology, "An Exploratory study of Personality
Variables and Child -Rearing Attitudes of Mothers," $147.
Dr. Peter Koestenbaum, associate professor of philosophy,’ The
Interrelation of Existentialism.
Phenomenology and Science," $229.
Miss Lois H. Lindberg, as.sisant
professor of bacteriology, "Experimental Glomerulonephritis," $235.
Dr. H. Brett Melendy, professor
of history, "California’s Attitudes

l’Golden Grad’ Cohn
Dies; Hit by Auto

Sam If. Cs ho, 89. who in 1933
Regarding FiliputtA aiIc lialdus.
was the first man to be awarded
$220.
Vergil V. Miller, assistant pro- an honorary degree from San Jose
fessor of business, "A Macro-Eco- State College, was fatally injured
last week in Sacramento.
nomic Simulation," $229.
In 1947 he became a "Golden
Dr. George A. Muench., professor of psychology, "The Com- Grad." an organization of persons
parative Effeetiveness of Long- who have been SJS graduates for
term, Short-term and Inter- 50 years or more.
He reportedly was struck by a
rupted Psychotherapy," $150.
Dr. Snell Putney, asistant pro- car while walking down an unfessor of sociology. "Correlates of lighted stret in the suburbs and
Attitudes Toward Politics and died a few hours later in a hospital.
War." $200.
Cohn taught for many years in
Dr. Harold Richardson, associate professor of psychology. "Util- Alameda county schools and was
ity of a New Method for Predict- a school principal in Stockton. In
1919 he was named a deputy state
ing College Achievement."
Dr. Robert R. Roberts, assistant superintendent of public instrucprofesor of history, "A Study of tion, and served in that capacity
the Ideas and Influence of Wash- until his retirement in 1942.
ington Gladden." $250.
Dr. Howard S. Shel/hammer, as- Catches On
sistant professor of biological sciill’FFALO, N.Y. (UPI) - Reences, "Chromosome Studies of , publican councilman -at -large AlHarvest Mice and Shrews," $226. bert J. Petrella had a quick poliDr. Lloyd Van Alten, associate tical lesson his first day in this
professor of chemistry, "Develop- city’s common council, controlled
ment of an Alkaline Method for 11-4 by the Democrats.
the Analysis of Lower Valence BoPetrella asked what the word
ron Salts," $205.
"policy" meant in a ruling.
Dr. Gerald E. Wheeler, associate
"You will find out that the maprofessor of history, "The Philip- jority always determines the polpine Commonwealth, 1934-1946," icy." the Democratic council presi$200.
dent answered quickly.

Wahlquist Authors Booklet
For Education Series
Pres. John T. Wahlquist is in
the process of writing a booklet
for the Library Education series
of the Center for Applied Research Education lite.
The booklet, one of 60-70 titles
to be released by the Center, is
entitled "State Colleges and Universities" and will cover the state
college system throughout the
country.
Dr. Wahlquist has been writing
for educational publications since
1926. He has had articles published in Collier’s Encyclopedia and

the Encyclopedia Amereiana.
The Center for
Applied
pseroa i’eeh nEndduecesattaionnd
thse t oftet
inseek
of education by collecting
and dis,
tributing information to
students,
teachers, administrators
school
officials and interested
laymen.
The booklet will be sent
to the
publishers about July 1,
-

Spartaguide
TODAY

Women’s Recreation
chviesiosn,iWenTR.O.
(7trien).nit nion assn swim,
NEW YORK (UPI) -A potent
new insecticide has been discovered in turnips. Dr. E. P. Licht- miNngs: u:
W man
an 1, c1uPbr.
Poo
7 ,u introductory
enstein and associates at the Uni- meeting, committee sienups.
New,
versity of Wisconsin report in man hall, 79 S. Fifth st., 8 p.m.
"The Journal of Agricultural and
Pistol team, meeting, 220 N,
s.
Food Chemistry."
ond paSt.. an2:,m.p
p.m.
The compound has been found
WORROMOT
to be as active as several insectiSpartan
ction of officers,
cides already in use. The researchers said the new insecticide must
be comparatively non-toxic to CHAL6Men"s30RpecrImeation assn., bas.
23,
m.
humans since man has been eat- pk.emAt b.laEl 1E, -NIAR’GE,
meeting.p
ing turnips for centuries without
E101., 2:30
showing any ill-effects.

Gift from Turnip

Job Interviews
NOTE: Interviews re held in the
Placement Office, Adm234. Appointment lists are put out in advance of
the interview and students are requested to sign up early.-Ed.
WEDNESDAY
Kaiser Steel corporation, mechanical engineers, electrical engineers, industrial engineers. metalurgical engineers and industrial
technicians.
THURSDAY
Northwestern Mutual Life Insur
ante company, any major inters-’
ed in sales and sales managemsi.
Stanford University Graduate di
vision, group meeting. C11166, ’2 .
p.m., all majors for graduate si::
and research.
California State Personnel board,
I accounting, employment interviewling, insurance, personnel. and I
! cal management, research and s’
; tistics and property appraisal ma-
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CLASSIFIEDS
CLASSIFIED RATES:
25,, a line first insertion
20c a line succeeding insertions
2 line minimum

Furnisi,-d apt, 452 ’I,
AL 2.342L

Call

4.505

Room for two with kitchen. 239 54., 1,25 re.
CV 8.5201.
Take over approved

-tparImont

TO PLACE AN AD:
Call at Student Affairs Office-Room IS. Tower Hall, or
Send in Handy Order Blank
with Check or Money Order.
No Phone Orders

Attractive furnished one bodes’
ment. Across street from cams
5th St, WorMen offly. Available
$85.00 per month. Call AN 9.4576

For Salo
App. Brd. Hse. Contract. $20 off. Pool
.
3.7i71.

Roommate, girl ’- share not. with ."
406 S. 10th (10th & San Salve,
CV 3-8553.

’41 Olds.
A

good
1

Ave.

_

...,

-CV

For 11111f: ROOMS for men,
Also parking. 1/7 block ft

4.4749.

4;

3 Vacancies, Men. Access,
are rooms. Kit, priv. Frec
New English 10-soeed
$70.00. Friendly atmosphere. SR,.
o 0,r CV 3.3088. Etheridge Arms 54-0 So. Set.
Gins
housing
r
contract
Ap
cot
Wasted
For sorng
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Girl roommate
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Need commuters
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I buy my books at
Robert’s!
Save 25% on Used Books
Full refunds on used and unblemished
new books - (First 2 weeks of school with receipt)
Hundreds of books arrivinko every day
Fast and friendly service
We have all types of books to fit your every need
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Robert’s Book Store
On 4th - Opposite the Library

Open nights till nine -- first 2 weeks of school
and all day Saturday.
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